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Abstract
The effects of Sea Level Rise (SLR) can lead to more severe storm surges, flooding and
inundation causing disasters for coastline population and environment. The best method of
evaluating the effects of SLR and developing disaster management options is to develop
inundation maps for the coastal community of interest. A methodology is created to develop
inundation maps for the Vancouver coastline (British Columbia, Canada) with the use of
public data and GIS software. The rates of SLR used are linear rates developed by the IPCC
which incorporate the effects of climate change. The rates are adjusted to consider the
regional tidal patterns and vertical land movements and extreme events for Vancouver. The
developed maps depict the different sea level elevations by the year 2100 for the Vancouver
coastline and establish the areas of inundation. Inundation of land is seen by the year 2100
for both RCP scenario 2.6 and 8.5
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1 Introduction
The influence of climate change is an important consideration in the coming decades. The
world has become interested in how the changing climate could affect the future. To gain a
better understanding of the effects of climate change, models are created to simulate potential
future scenarios. Numerical models referred to as General Circulation Models (GCMs), are
created with the goal of predicting the future climate. The creations of these models are based on
many assumptions. Each model makes different assumptions, and it is the difference in these
assumptions that results in variability amongst models. Because of the different assumptions a
single model can produce multiple scenarios. The outcomes of the scenarios vary to incorporate
a realistic best and worst case situations of how the future may unfold. The goal of these
projections and scenarios are to gain a better understanding of the effects of climate change with
hopes of mitigation.
One main impact of climate change is Sea Level Rise (SLR). Within the past 100 years the
rate of SLR has accelerated (The COMET Program, 2012). This acceleration is causing coastal
environments to shift away from their predictable state to a new one. With the help of climate
models, scenarios have been developed to gain a better idea of the degree of SLR for the next
100 years.
Given the time scale of the projections SLR is a long term problem that must be planned for in
the coming years. Any future development must be aware of this problem and consider the
effects during the planning and design stage. To properly consider the effects of SLR all
projections must be known and analyzed. Using this knowledge the most realistic projection
values must be used for future development. Even though there is a large amount of uncertainty
attached to SLR costal communities must be aware and plan accordingly.
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1.1 Background
The term sea level has various meaning depending on the context used. When using tidal gauge
data the sea level is measured relative to local land surfaces. Satellite altimeter data on the other
hand is measured by estimating the difference between the sea surface illuminated by the radar
altimeter and the center of the Earth. The general term for quantifying the height of the sea is
Global Mean Sea Level (GMSL), which is also known as the “eustatic sea level”. GMSL is not a
physical sea level, but it represents the level if all the water in the oceans were to be placed in a
single basin (University of Colorado, 2011). This sea level can be changed by three different
influences, changes in the amount of water in the basin, changes in the basin size and finally
changes to the density of the water within the basin.
GMSL is used to define the water height across the world; however in reality oceans are not
flat and are not set at a constant height. Oceans have a dynamic topography that changes around
the world. Therefore GMSL is only an average, and the actual sea level at a location varies from
this average .This variation is caused by regional influences. Changes in atmospheric and
meteorological patterns, glacial isostatic adjustments and vertical land movements can all result
in a different sea level elevations.
SLR is a hazard that directly affects the world’s coastlines. There are two main concerns that
are attached to SLR; the steady rise in the global mean sea level (GMSL); and the increase in
frequency and magnitude of wave events. The effects of SLR in both cases are increased risk of
flooding, damage to infrastructure, erosion and damage to natural ecosystems. These concerns
affect all those who live in coastal areas where the worst case situation is permanent inundation
of land. The ones most affected by SLR are coastal communities and lower lying delta regions.
Coastal communities are highly populated areas that consist of infrastructure, settlements and
facilities. The coastal population within 100km of a shoreline and 100m of sea level is estimated
at 1.2 billion people (Nicholls and Small 2002) - average density nearly three times higher than
the average global density. These areas are only expected to increase in popularity (Harford,
2008). Because they are so heavily populated the effects of SLR must be planned for. However,
the issue with planning for the effects of SLR is that there is a large amount of uncertainty
attached to the projections on both a regional and global scale; therefore arriving at a single
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estimate of SLR remains a problem. Regardless of the magnitude of SLR the coastal
communities must be aware of the potential future conditions and plan accordingly.
Rising sea levels are an unavoidable consequence of global warming. Sea levels have
fluctuated in the past. 35 million years ago the world had high CO2 levels due to the platetectonic situation, in this world there were no ice caps, and as a result sea levels were 70m higher
than they are today. Over the last 2000 years sea levels have not changed dramatically, a change
is only present within the last 100 years of data. This change is a caused by a number of factors,
where the key contributing are thermal expansion, inputs from glaciers, ice caps and ice sheets
and changes in land water storage (The COMET Program, 2012)..
Thermal expansion is the leading cause of sea level rise (Church et al, 2013). The ocean covers
over 2/3 of the worlds surface therefore the majority of the incoming solar radiation is absorbed
by the water. When the water absorbs heat the water expands causing the mean sea level
elevation to rise. The oceans have only risen .04 C since 1955 on average (Schubert et al, 2006;
Church et al, 2013). This means only the surface (a few hundred meters) is being warmed.
Therefore the thermal expansion that is currently observed is only a small fraction of the total
potential if warming moves deeper into the ocean.
The second largest contributing factor is the fresh water input from the ice sheets. The
influence of ice sheets mainly Greenland ice sheet (GIS) and Antarctica ice sheet (AIS) play a
large role in determining the future GMSL. Both the GIS and AIS have a thickness of roughly 34km. The AIS is divided into west and east ice sheets, where more concern is given to the West
Antarctic ice sheet (WAIS) rather than the East Antarctic ice sheet (EAIS). This concern is
caused by an instability in the WAIS which if it collapsed can individually raise GMLS by 3.3m
(World Bank, 2012).
The movement of land can also affect the rate of SLR; this is referred to as vertical land
movements (VLM). All land is dynamic and floats on the Earths mantel, some areas of land are
exposed to uplift, and others subsidence. In the case of uplift the land is actually being raised
above the GMSL so the ocean gets further away from the land. While in the case of subsidence
the land is sinking so it will get closer to or even submerged by water. This effect is known as
relative sea level rise (Eggleston and Pope, 2013).
3

The impacts of SLR are many. SLR has the potential to damage wetlands, change erosion
patterns, cause saltwater intrusion, raise water tables and develop poor drainage patterns. The
most damaging effect of SLR is its ability to lead to more frequent flooding patterns caused by a
higher mean sea level.
Another source of uncertainty is attached to multi-decadal oscillations and the influence of
climate variability indices like the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (PDO), Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) and North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO). These oscillations play a large role in altering variables like sea surface temperature and
air surface pressure on a global scale. They influence SLR by either expanding or contracting
large areas of water by heating or cooling it. These oscillations can result in elevated mean water
levels and increased storm wave heights (Heathfield, 2012).
Sea level rise is a global problem that effects those who live near the coast (Murdukhayeva et al,
2013; Li et al 2009). There has been global efforts to map SLR and its effects where inundation
maps can be used as aid for further planning. Once areas of inundation are defined, one can
begin to plan whether to retreat, accommodate the change or protect against it

1.2 Objective
The main objectives is to develop inundation maps for the area of British Columbia, Canada.
Using regional constructed rates inundation maps are created to depict areas of inundation
caused by SLR. Global SLR rates are adjusted for the region of Vancouver by considering
regional tidal patterns and the effects of vertical land movements. Two methods were used to
define the future sea level elevation, a deterministic analysis method and a probabilistic analysis
method. Using these two methods inundation maps were created for the Vancouver coastline.
The remainder of this thesis is dedicated to a literature review, problem statement, methodology,
a case study section, result and then conclusions
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2

Literature Review

SLR is a long term problem, which must be considered for future development. The biggest
concerns are inundation of land and development of infrastructure in these affected areas.
However inundation is not the only concern as a higher sea level will provide a higher base for
storm surges to build on, thus increasing the risk of flooding, infrastructure damage, erosion and
damage to natural eco systems.
The main concern when planning for the effects of SLR is the uncertainty associated with the
SLR predictions. Typically town planning is done assuming a constant sea level. It is essential to
change this and conduct planning with a dynamic coastline (The Arlington Group Planning and
Architecture Inc. et al 2013). High level of uncertainty related to the future GMSL is making
planning hard (Sahin and Mohamed 2010). Therefore the best plan is to define the areas of
inundation for a range of SLR impacts by considering the best and worst case scenarios the
future of coastal communities will face.
Predicting sea level rise rates for future dates can be based on a detailed analysis of historic
trends. When looking at the historic trends there are two types of data available, tidal gauge and
satellite-based radar altimeter data. Using tidal gauge data from 1901-2010 the long term trend
estimate in GMSL is 1.7mm/year. This results in a total sea level rise of .19m since 1901.
Satellite altimeter records only date back to 1992 (Church et al, 2013). The satellites are used to
provide nearly global sea-level measurements at 10-day intervals. Using this data a GMSL rate
of 3.2mm/year is estimated for the years for 1993-2012 (Church et al, 2013). Comparing the two
data sources leaves one to conclude that the rate of SLR is accelerating. The source of this
acceleration is still in question, as multi-decadal variations play a large role in varying the rate of
SLR on a larger time scale. The IPCC have determined that in terms of future SLR rates it is 66–
100% certain that these rates will only increase in the coming years. It is expected that the rate of
SLR is going to increase even after greenhouse gases (GHGs) are stabilized (Church et al, 2013;
PostNote 363, 2010).
The biggest uncertainty attached to SLR is determining the actual rate of SLR. Considering the
number of contributing factors and their surrounding uncertainty, finalizing a rate of SLR is very
difficult. In 2013 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) came out with their
5

fifth assessment report, the AR5 (Church et al, 2013). This report covers a wide range of
problems that are related to the changing climate. Chapter 13 of the report is dedicated to sea
level change, and is used to discuss the different input factors, areas of uncertainty and also rates
of sea level rise.
The AR4 (IPCC, 2007) was the IPCCs fourth report and was the first assessment report to
introduce the hazard of sea level rise. The two main differences between the AR4 and the AR5
are in the models and scenarios used. When modelling the different scenarios the AR4 utilized
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3) while the AR5 uses the more recent
CMIP5. The difference between the two projections is that for the CMIP3 no carbon cycle
feedbacks were present and the CIMP5 includes black carbon aerosols. The black carbon is
created from an incomplete combustion of fossil fuels and is the strongest light absorbing
particle. Apart from these differences the global mean SLR values for ranges of models for the
CMIP3 are very similar to the CMIP5.
In terms of scenarios the AR4 presented many pathways with different socio-economic based
on varying levels of emissions. The Special Report on Emissions (SRES) was used to define the
different pathways. These pathways were known as A1, A2, B1 and B2. The scenarios
considered a wide range of demographics, economics, and technological driving forces, which
lead to different levels of GHGs emissions.
The three main differences between the AR4 and AR5 scenarios are that the AR4 scenarios did
not consider climate mitigation strategies, the AR5 includes gridded information on land use and
it includes projections into 2300 to explore the long term climate impacts.
Due to the uncertain nature of the socio-economic projections the AR5 uses of four different
scenarios. These scenarios are known as Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs). They
are created to reflect the different ways the future may unfold. The new scenarios consider a
larger set of mitigation scenarios and a range of targets in terms of radiative forcing by 2100.
The AR5 developed scenarios using Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs). This approach is a
type of scientific modelling that integrates a number of relevant interacting sectors like
economy, energy, population, land use, food, water, etc.. These models are used to combine
elements of biophysical and economic systems into one integrated system. They are able to
6

illustrate how increases in GHGs in the atmosphere affects temperature and in turn how this rise
in temperature will affect the economy.
The four new scenarios are known as the following (Church et al, 2013 :
1. RCP 2.6
2. RCP 4.5
3. RCP 6.0
4. RCP 8.5

The scenarios are named according to their 2100 radiative forcing level and are four different
and independent pathways, developed by four different research groups. There is no link
between the scenarios, meaning that the higher radiative forcing scenarios are not used to derive
the lower scenarios. All scenarios were created with different assumptions. Therefore the
differences are not only related to the different levels of radiative forcing but also to the
different assumptions used in the development of a scenario.

Figure 1 illustrates the different scenarios and their pathway shapes.

Figure 1 Four RCP scenarios
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In this thesis, all four RCP scenarios are considered to help understand the range of possible
SLR impacts. However the main focus remains on the lower and upper bound projections in
order to improve the understanding of the uncertainties associated with various future
projections and provide better support for decision making. Therefore the main emphasis of this
thesis is on RCP scenarios 2.6 and 8.5.
Selection of the “most realistic” scenario is a very difficult task because of the uncertainty
associated with all future projections. Decision makers must consider all projections and select
one they think will be the most appropriate for problem under consideration.
The IPCC defines rates of SLR using different modeling tools. These models are process based
and the processes considered by the IPCC are as follows (Church et al, 2013):
•

Thermal Expansion

•

Glaciers melting

•

Greenland ice sheet change

•

Antarctic ice sheet change

•

Land water storage

•

Greenland ice sheets rapid dynamics

•

Antarctic ice sheet rapid dynamics

The rates of SLR are based on the results obtained from 21 CMIP5 Atmosphere–Ocean
General Circulation Models (AOGCMs). The results from different models were used to create
a multi-model ensemble mean which is considered to be preferable approach compared to the
selection of a single model. (Church et al, 2013).

A 2011 study by Ausenco Sandwell for the Government of B.C made an attempt to select a
realistic SLR projection path. The study recommended to the government of British Columbia
(B.C.) to plan for sea level rise of 0.5 m by the year 2050, 1.0 m by the year 2100 and 2.0 m by
the year 2200 (Ausenco Sandwell, 2011). Figure 2 illustrates the recommended planning curve
for SLR.
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Figure 2 SLR projections by Ausenco Sandwell (2011)

The biggest concern regarding the recommended SLR is with the way the projections derived.
Ausenco states that SLR is expected to be higher and occur faster compared to the previous
estimations. In addition, there is a large amount of uncertainty attached to these projections. The
report came out in 2011 and relies on the IPCC AR4 emission scenarios. The recommended
scenario to address future global SLR is the A1F1 which is an alteration of the A1 scenario. This
scenario predicts a global mean temperature increase of approximately 2° to 6°C by 2100, and is
said to be a realistic basis for assessing potential future effects at this time (Delta Committee,
2008).
The A1F1 scenario predicts a global SLR of 0.25 to 0.76 m by 2100. However Ausenco states
that this rate is an underestimation of future global SLR rates. This is due to the fact that the AR4
did not take into account the effects of melting ice sheets. At the time of the AR4 there was a
limited amount of knowledge pertaining to the rate of ice discharge from both the AIS and GIS.
To avoid the underestimation the recommended projections by Ausenco were made slightly
higher than the high projections from the present time to approximately 2070.

9

Figure 3 Location of tidal gauge
For short term planning, the curve recommends a SLR of .5m by the year 2050. This value is
obtained from an overestimation of the projected SLR values. For long term planning the global
SLR value of 1m by 2100 is recommended. By overestimating the short and long term planning
goals it is thought that the underestimation of the SLR rates done by the IPCC is addressed.
Ausenco goes on to state that these values will likely undergo review and revisions in the near
future, as the science behind SLR becomes better understood.
Using tidal gauge data from years 1943 to 2013 the average MSL is 3.06m. Figure 3 is a map
with the location of the tidal gauge in Vancouver. Using this average and the IPCCs rates of
SLR future projections were constructed up to the year 2100. . The extreme RCP scenario 8.5
leads to GMSL projections of 3.55m by 2050 and 4.05m by 2100.. This results in a .49m
increase by 2050 and .99m increase by 2100. These results show that even though Ausenco
made the recommendations in 2011 without the AR5, their overestimation accounted for the
underestimation of AR4 projections.
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Ausenco made valid projections in terms of the general SLR, however this is not the only
hazard to consider. Other coastal hazards that are associated with SLR are more frequent and
intense storms, surges and wave action (The Arlington Group Planning and Architecture Inc. et
al 2013). To better understand what lies ahead for a coastline a historic analysis must be
completed first. By investigating extreme events of the past a better understanding of the future
can be obtained.
Work done by Arns et al (2013) looked at evaluating different methods of estimating
probabilities of extremes. As recommended by the IPCC one strategy to deal with SLR is to
protect the areas at risk. There are generally two options, advancing the line and holding the line.
Both options require flood defense systems that need to be precisely designed to ensure the area
will be protected over the life of the structure.
For efficient planning and design of coastal structures it is important to understand the
stochastic character of extreme water level events. Design levels for coastal defense are usually
defined using some form of statistical analysis (Dixon and Tawn, 1994). These analyses are
mostly based on the extreme value theory, a special subdiscipline of probability theory that deals
with rare events, such as coastal floods (Coles, 2001).
Arns et al (2013) focus on two different methods of estimating CDFs. They have selected to
evaluate the tidal gauge data using the block maxima method (BM) as well as the peaks over
threshold method (POT).The BM method samples the dataset by selecting the largest value in
each year, this is known as the r-largest value. When r=1 only one value is used per year,
however to gain more insight into the dataset r can be greater than 1. For example if r=4 then the
highest 4 values would be sampled. The POT method samples the data using a threshold value. A
value is subjectively selected to be the threshold, any values higher than the threshold value are
sampled for that year. Using both methods a methodology was developed to gain CDF graphs,
using extreme value analysis. The authors look to compare both methods with the end goal of
developing an objective approach for setting up the model. The methodology followed by the
authors is highlighted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Methodology used by Arns et al (2013)
Input data come in the form of hourly tidal gauge data. The data is then de-trended in order to
make the dataset independent and stationary. This is a fundamental assumption required for the
application of statistical analysis. Arns et al, (2013) use three different methods to de-trend the
data; a linear fit covering the entire dataset, a 19-year moving average and a 1-year moving
average. The trend adjusted data sets are obtained by subtracting the estimates of the trend from
the original dataset. Once the datasets are de-trended, both sampling techniques are used. The
BM method depends on the selected r-largest value, for sensitivity the authors use r-largest
values ranging from 1-6. The POT method is dependent on the threshold value, for consistency
between sampling methods the authors manage to adjust the threshold value to match the number
of events in the BM derived sample. This means for a BM derived sample when r=4 the
matching POT derived sample would have an adjusted threshold value so that 4 events are
present.
The maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) method is used to estimate the parameters for both
BM and POT methods. Once the parameters are known the next step is to fit the samples with a
distribution. The BM method is combined with a generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution,
while the POT method used the generalized Pareto distribution (GPD). Once the sample
datasets are fitted with the appropriate distribution the return period graphs can be constructed.
12

The BM methodology is used in this thesis to avoid the subjective selections of threshold
values associated with the POT method.

One concern when determining CDFs is that the SLR distribution shape may change in the
future. The main objective of a frequency analysis is to estimate the CDFs of a
hydrometerological variable. CDF graphs are used to find out how often a given magnitude will
occur. They can also be used as aids in the design and construction of coastal defence systems
(Rakhecha and Singh, 2009). The rise of local GMSLs will cause events to occur at a higher
frequency then in the past. To address this issue Church et al (2008) suggest the increase in the
frequency for a given rise of the sea level. The methodology is introduced by using tidal gauge
data for Fremantle, Australia. A comparison is made using two data sets, pre-1950 data and post1950 data in the form of CDF graphs. Figure 5 shows the comparison graph.

Figure 5 Pre-1950 and post-1950 CDF graph (after Church et al, 2008)
The relationship in figure 4 illustrates that the sea level varies approximately logarithmically
with the average recurrence interval, indicating that the extremes approximately follow the
Gumbel distribution (Church et al, 2008). The authors use the Gumbel distribution to form a
13

factor that increases the frequency of occurrence by considering a rise in the sea level. The factor
uses three variables, r, h and H. The sea-level rise of h increases the frequency of occurrence by
a factor r, then, a future sea-level rise of H increases the frequency of occurrence by a factor rH/h
(Church et al, 2008). The increase in frequency is very large, even for modest estimates of
SLR.

Once projections and return periods are known the next step is to define the areas affected by
the hazard using the inundation maps. The development of inundation maps can be done in a
number of ways, utilizing different programs and methods. Research done by Pieper et al,
(1994) developed a method to define areas of inundation using a dynamic spatial model that
simulates the effects of gradual sea-level rise. The method used the dynamic properties of
coastal systems in spatially explicit dynamic simulation model.
To simulate physical change in the landscape of coastal zones a base model must be created that
meets the following requirements (Ruth and Pieper,1993):
1. Model must be dynamic
2. Model must represent and maintain spatial relationship of the area of study
The authors extended work by Grossmann and Eberhardt (1992) who have developed three
categories of dynamic models with base maps: (i) Complex aggregate dynamic feedback models
- used when system dynamics are similar over large areas; (ii) Classic transport models - , used
when a process is explained with partial differential equations; and (iii) simple generic models
- used when the development of each area is calculated individually . The simple generic model
defines individual areas, then includes adjacent areas and influences, and finally applies a
balancing equation to calculate the alterations and update the area.
The model used by Ruth and Pieper (1993) is a cross between the classic transportation model
and the simple generic model. Each area is defined using the generic model then any intercellular
flows are described with the transportation model. This approach allows for three main
considerations that other approaches don’t have. It is very general and versatile in terms of the
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dynamics of the physical processes, it has a general structure and allows for inputs, and finally it
considers the actual topography of the study area.
The model structure is a 25 model cell configuration with three types of cells land, water and
marsh, where for each cell the average elevation was known. In this model for simplicity a given
cell would be influenced by only four adjacent cells, rather than eight. Figure 6 illustrates what
cells will influence the cell of interest, the cell of interest is highlighted in red, while the
influential cells are highlighted in black. The blue cells are the cells around the cell of interest
but not influencing the cell.
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i+1,j

i+1,j+1

i,j-1

i, j
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i-1,j-1

i-1,j

i-1,j+1

Figure 6 Cells influencing the cell of interest

A variation of this model structure is utilized in this thesis with an assumption that all adjacent
cells have equal opportunity to influence the cell of interest. Therefore, all eight surrounding
cells are used to properly simulate the effects of SLR.
The approach used by Ruth and Pieper (1993) is similar to work of Sahin and Mohamed (2010)
who looked to provide a dynamic model for vulnerability assessment of coastal areas. Their
model was created to simulate SLR with the consideration of three variables:
1. Cover (Land of water)
2. Elevation
3. Sea Level
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However, addition of more variables adds to the complexity and uncertainty and could lead to a less
accurate projections (Aral et al 2012). By simplifying the inputs to only three variables (elevation,

state of adjacent cells and their proximity to water) , Aral et al (2012) produce results that are
easier to interpret.
The simulation process was done by first defining the cover of a cell, whether it is land or water.
Each cell is then given a specific elevation that reflects the areas natural topography. Once a cell
has both a cover type and elevation value, the information is then passed to a system dynamics
portion of the model. Here a reevaluation of the cover is done by comparing the elevation value
to the sea level elevation. If the sea level elevation is higher than the land elevation the cover
type will be converted from land to water. The specific criteria to define flooding is as follows:
1. The elevation of the cell of interest is less than the elevation of the adjacent cell
AND
2. The adjacent cell is water .
Given these two requirements are satisfied the cell in question will be flooded and the cover
type will change from land to water.
This thesis is using a similar methodology that to define variables and simulate flooding. The
simulation process relied on a cover matrix, a land elevation matrix and a value of sea level
elevation. Using these variables a comparison code was created to simulate the flooding process
using the same criteria as Sahin and Mohamed (2010).
The creation of inundation maps is a common solution to visualize the impact of SLR and its
associated hazard of storm surges. Strauss et al. (2014) developed a tool to define areas at risk
and perform a vulnerability assessment based on different criteria. The authors use a range of
SLR projections starting from .3m- 3m for various locations around the America. These
projections surpass the IPCCs SLR projections which capture a range from .3m to 1m by 2100.
This leaves a difference of 2m in the extreme projections. The authors account for this
difference with the collapse of the Western Antarctic ice sheet which will give way to a 3m rise
over the centuries. The authors also consider the effects of storm surges using a tidal gauge
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analysis. It is clear that they considered that the frequency and magnitude of storm surges will
increase in the coming years as the sea level elevation continues to rise.
The tool developed by Strauss et al (2014) allows users to interact with the map by selecting
different sea level elevations for a given area of interest. Once selected the inundation map is
displayed as well as an option for an in depth analysis. The analysis looks at key infrastructure,
population and building property vulnerability. Figure 7 shown an image of the tool with
different menu options.

Figure 7 Climate central SLR tool Strauss et al (2014)

3

Problem Statement

Sea level rise (SLR) is a hazard that has the potential to redefine the world’s coastlines. There
are two main concerns that are attached to SLR, the steady rise in the global mean sea level
(GMSL) and the increase in frequency and magnitude of all wave events. The effects of SLR in
both cases are increased risk of flooding, damage to infrastructure, erosion and damage to natural
eco systems. These concerns effect all those who live on the coast where the worst case situation
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is permanent inundation of land. This change is caused by a number of factors - thermal
expansions, inputs from glaciers, ice caps and ice sheets and changes in land water storage. To
help mitigate the effects of SLR, the areas at risk should be identified. The most common way to
understand the effects of SLR and their potential dangers is to visualize the impacts using the
inundation maps. The goal of the research presented in this thesis is to (a) develop the
methodology for mapping the impacts of SLR and (b) create inundation maps for the Vancouver
coastline for the next 100 years.
To develop inundation maps for the Vancouver coastline, two methods were adopted, a
deterministic method and a probabilistic method. Using these methods rates of SLR will be
determined for the region of Vancouver, these rates will be used as inputs into a SLR simulation
process. The final results of this process are inundation maps specifically for Vancouver.

4

Methodology

To create SLR inundation maps an innovative methodology has been developed and
implemented in this thesis. The methodology relies on two inputs: (i) land elevation in the form
of DEM data, and (ii) sea level elevation that includes the effects of SLR. The sea level
elevation values are obtained in the form of the inundation deterministic and a probabilistic
inundation values. The purpose of using a deterministic analysis is to gain inundation maps
representing the gradual rise in sea level and to map its effects. While the probabilistic analysis
results in inundation maps that illustrate extreme events for the area.
basic steps of the developed methodology.
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Figure 8 highlights the

Figure 8 Basic methodology

4.1 Method 1: Deterministic Analysis
The first method utilizes the IPCCs global SLR rates and ffactors
actors in regional considerations.
When determining regional sea level elevation there are two main considerations that must be
accounted for. The first is focused on the regions natural tidal movements. By understanding the
natural tidal patterns one can begin to anticipate the magnitude of an extreme event. The natural
tidal movements are forecasted using U_Tide (Codiga, D.L., 2011) which is a MATLAB
(MATLAB 7.1.2, 2011) script that is used for the analysis and reconstruction of tidal gauge data.
The code includes two functions, ut_solv() for analysis and ut_reconstr() for reconstruction,
creating either a hindcast or forecast. The script is able to use hourly tidal gauge data as the only
input and analyze the local tidal patterns
patterns. Once the tidal patterns are forecasted the IPCCs SLR
rates are added to the sea level elevation value to gain a sea level elevation that accounts for
SLR.
The other regional consideration is vertical land movement (VLM). Land often experiences
uplift or subsidence. In the case of uplift the land is lifting upwards at a given rate, this means
that it is moving away from the mean sea level elevation. Comparing this to subsidence where
the land is moving towards or below the mean sea level elevation, one can see how this plays a
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role when determining the rate of SLR. VLM is factored into the analysis by either subtracting
the VLM value from SLR rates or adding it, corresponding to uplift or subsidence, respectively.
Once the global rates are adjusted for the region the final step is to produce equations that
represent the SLR rates as a function of time. These equations are used as inputs for the
simulation of SLR and the development of inundation maps.

4.2 Method 2: Probabilistic Analysis
The second method utilizes extreme value analysis, which is a branch of statistics that deals
with the extreme values (larger or smaller than the median) from a given dataset (Coles, 2001).
The benefits of using such an analysis is that the extreme events can be assigned a frequency.
This analysis can be used with tidal gauge data because the extreme events cause the most
significant damage. The end goal of this method is to develop cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) of sea level elevation for extreme events for a region while considering the effects of
SLR.
The use of CDFs is very common in hydrology. The main use is to estimate the return period
(t) of a variable (X) (Rakhecha and Singh, 2009). In this case the variable in question is the sea
level elevation. For this method the extreme value analysis is conducted using historical high
tide values which are used to predict the return period.
For this method the only input data are the hourly tidal gauge data. Using these data a process
is developed to reach the end goal of CDFs of sea level that incorporate the effects of SLR.
Figure 9 illustrates the methodology followed to create the CDF graphs.
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Figure 9 Flow diagram of probabilistic method for mapping SLR impacts
To keep consistency between methods hourly data was used for this analysis too. The data is
detrended using three different methods. Detrending allows the data to be considered as
stationary, meaning the statistical characteristics of the dataset would be held constant over time
(University of Arizona, 2013). Due to the nature of the analysis detrending the data is a
requirement and is done as part of data preprocessing, before a statistical analysis can take
place. For this thesis three detrending methods are considered, where results vary depending on
the selected method. The three methods being considered are: (i) a linear fit; (ii) a 19 year
moving average; and (iii) a 1 year moving average. The final choice of the detrending method is
subjective and based on the results. The results leading to the worst case scenario are used as a
guide for the method selection.
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The sampling technique used is the BM method. In this method each year is considered as a
block and each block is filtered to find the maximum values. This is known as the R-largest
approach for generating BM samples (Arns et al, 2013). The blocks are further separated
depending on the season (winter, spring, summer, and autumn), therefore there are 4 blocks per
year.
Seasonality plays a large role, as annually some seasons are prone to have higher tides than
others. This is due to meteorological, and larger atmospheric patterns. Because of this influence
all data sets are split according to their season. Table 1 is a summary of the seasons and their
associated months.

Table 1 Summary of seasons
Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

January

March

June

September

February

April

July

October

December

May

August

November

By performing an extreme value analysis on each season, annual patterns are better understood.
Rather than using one value per year, one value is obtained from each season. From this set of
values, the highest and lowest monthly values are used and compared, to understand the full
range of possible outcomes. A subjective analysis is done to determine the maximum and
minimum seasons.
To gain insight in the extreme values of the tidal records an R-largest approach is used. The
number of input values is dependent on the value of R. Therefore if R=1 only one value per
block is used, likewise if R=2 then the two highest values are used. For this thesis R values
ranged from 1 to 6. It is important to consider more than 1 maximum value per block, because
the maximum values in a block can vary from block to block. By considering more values a
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fuller understanding of the tidal event is obtained. Another subjective analysis is done to
determine an appropriate R value.
When R is greater than one, multiple events are considered. To ensure that the same event is
not considered a td value is used. The td value is set to 24 hours, meaning that events must be at
least 24 hours apart for them to be considered as a new event.
Once the R values (1-6) are found for each season the MLE parameters are calculated. This step
is done in MATLAB (MATLAB 7.1.2, 2011) using the gevfit(x) function. This function has the
following parameters for the generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution:
  Shape Parameter

  Location Parameter
 Scale Parameter

The GEV distribution combines three types of distributions into one. It combines the Gumbel,
Frechet and Weibull distributions (Coles, 2001), (Arns et al, 2013).
 





       







. 

Equation 1.1 is used, where the Z is the detrended sea level values. This process is
implemented with all three detrending methods, considering the four seasons and all R-values
between 1 and 6.
Using the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) the return periods are then calculated by
the equation below (Rakhecha and Singh, 2009)

    


. 
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Once the CDFs are calculated they are plotted against the detrended sea level elevations to
represent CDF graphs. This is done for all three detrending methods.

The created CDF graphs are obtained using the period for which the tidal gauge data are
available. The sea level elevations are used for that the same time period. However due to SLR
these events will occur more frequently and at a higher magnitude. To account for this change an
equation is developed to increase both the magnitude as well as the frequency of the graphs.
Incorporating SLR into the CDF graphs is done with the use of the following factor (Church et
al, 2008):
!
"

Where:
#  $%& '()#&*+& ,- -#&./&()0
%  %'+$,#') +&* 1&2&1 #'+&
3  -/$/#& +&* 1&2&1 #'+&

The factor above allows for a recalculation of the frequency given that a SLR of % increases

the return period by a factor of # then, a sea level rise of 3 increases the frequency of an event
by a factor of #

4
5

(Church et al, 2008).

A back transformation is required to transform the data back to the original non-detrended
scale (Seltman, 2009). The purpose of detrending is to address non-stationarity due to a trend
mean (University of Arizona, 2013). Now that the statistical analysis is complete the data is
transformed back to the original scale. This was done by finding the time and date of the
maximum values of sea level elevation and then associating it with the original value rather
than the detrended one. Once the back transformation is complete the final CDF graphs can be
developed.
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A logarithmic extrapolation is done on the final CDF graphs to obtain the sea level elevation
values for the return period of a 200 years. The 200 year event is considered as a realistic worst
case scenario criterion for the
he assessment of the resulting inundation. Equations are then
produced to describe the CDF graphs as a function of return periods. These equations are used as
inputs into the simulation process to aid with the development of inundation maps.

4.3 Development
nt of Inundation Maps
Development of the inundation maps is performed in ArcGIS (ESRI, 2011) software with the
creation of a rasterized basee map from Digital Elevation Model (DEM) file. The raster is
manipulated into two layers, one that represents elev
elevation
ation and one that represents the surface
cover type (land or water.The
The two layers are then exported using a Python script and imported
into the Python module (Python Software Foundation, 2014). A comparison code is then used to
simulate the effects of SLR. The data is then converted into maps and imported back into
ArcGIS for visual illustration of the results. Figure 10 is an illustration of the methodology used
us
to simulate the effects of SLR.

Figure 10 Flow diagram of SLR impacts simulation
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4.4 Simulating SLR
For this thesis a linear simulation process will be combined with GIS software. By utilizing
ArcGIS (ESRI, 2011) and its integrated Python (Python Software Foundation, 2014) feature,
allowing users to communicate directly with GIS software using the basic code. This allows one
to perform the simulation and visualization all through ArcGIS (ESRI, 2011).
To simulate the rising sea level a methodology is created based on the work of Sahin and
Mohamed (2010). The methodology is used to identify the impacts and to simulate flooding.
The simulation process relies on a cover matrix, a land elevation matrix and a value of sea level
elevation. Using these variables a simulation code is created in Python (Python Software
Foundation, 2014) to simulate the process of flooding.
The simulation compares a cell of interest to all adjacent cells and converts a land cell into a
water cell if the following two criteria are met:
1. The elevation of the cell of interest is less than the elevation of the adjacent cell
AND
2. The adjacent cell is water.
Figure 11 is an illustration of the general simulation method. The red cell represents the cell of
interest, while the blue cells represent the adjacent cells. Given the situation where one of the
adjacent cells is water and has a higher elevation than the red cell, the red cell will be “flooded”
with water.
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i+1,j

i+1,j+1

i,j-1
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i-1,j
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Figure 11 Illustration of a generalized simulation method
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4.4.1 Boundary Definition
The raster file is in the shape of a rectangle. Because of the rectangular shape three different
cases are developed, where each case considers a different number of adjacent cells. The first
case looks at the corner cells of the matrix, where the four corners have three adjacent cells. The
second case considers the four borders; top, bottom, left and right, these cases have five adjacent
cells to be compared with. Finally the last case is created to evaluate all of the internal cells,
which are surrounded by eight adjacent cells. Figure 12 illustrates the three different evaluation
cases, where the red cell represents the cell of interest.

Corner Cell

Border Cells

Internal Cells

(4 Types)

(4 Types)

(1 Type)

Figure 12 Illustration of different boundary cases
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4.4.2 Dynamic Referencing
One requirement of the simulation process is that two out of the three cases require dynamic
referencing. In order to evaluate all border and internal cells, the cell of interest has to move
across the entire matrix.
This process is coded in Python (Python Software Foundation, 2014), for all three cases. The
corner cell code does not need any dynamic referencing and is easy to apply. The border and
internal cells code requires dynamic referencing to simulate the rising sea levels. For the four
border and one internal types of cells the cell of interest is shifted from left to right and up to
down.
Once the simulation code in Python (Python Software Foundation, 2014) is created a variable
known as the Sea_Level is defined and set equal to the SLR rate equation. Using different rates,
the inundation maps are created for different time periods. For the full Python code see
Appendix A .
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5

Case Study

The province of British Columbia has a population of 4,400,057 where 80% of this population
lives within 5 km of the coast. The Lower Mainland is where most of the population resides.
Over 4,600 hectares of farmland and over 15,000 hectares of industrial and residential areas in
the Lower Mainland are located within 1 m of sea levels (The Arlington Group Planning and
Architecture Inc. et al., 2013). For this case study the area of interest covers Metro Vancouver.
This area is highlighted in red in Figure 13.

Figure 13 Case study area

5.1 Input Data
For this case study there were many types of input data required for the analysis. The first data
set includes hourly tidal gauge data .The tidal gauge data for Vancouver was downloaded from
the web (http://www.isdm-gdsi.gc.ca/ - last accessed November 2014). Hourly data resolution is
selected for capturing the details of historical extreme events. The tidal gauge data is available
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from 1909 - present, however due to a lack of data from the years 1923
1923-1942,
1942, the period 1943 2013 is actually used. Figure 13 illustrates the location of the tidal gauge station.

The second input includes the elevation data which comes in the form of a si
single
ngle DEM file. The
data is known as a Canadian Digital Elevation Model (CDEM). This type of data is also referred
to as digital surface model, meaning any structure located on the surface of the Earth is also
included in the dataset. It is important to use this type of data rather than the digital terrain model
which only includes the topography of the land. The digital surface data include most of the
structures (dikes, barriers, etc) that play a significant role in the development of the inundation
maps. One issue that arises from using a digital surface model is that the building elevations are
mapped in the DEM file from the top of the building, therefore the ground level of the building
may be flooded with water but the simulation process will not reco
recognize
gnize this as the elevation is
set to the building’s roof top and not the actual ground. Figure 14 is an example of this data.
The CDEM file has a horizontal cell resolution of 18.5m by 18.5m, and a vertical accuracy on
the scale of 5-15m.For
15m.For more detail regarding the accuracy and validity of the data see Appendix
B.

Figure 14 Illustration of difference between the digital surface model and digital terrain
model
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Figure 15 is illustration of the CDEM data obtained from the Natural Resources Canada Geo
Gratis (http://geogratis.gc.ca/site/eng/extraction - last accessed November 2014)

Figure 15 CDEM file for the Vancouver coastline
The third input are the IPCCs SLR rates. These rates were used as the base rates for both, the
deterministic and probabilistic analyses. To create regional SLR rates these global rates were
adjusted to factor in the regional considerations. These rates were extracted from the main
documentation of the IPCC AR5 (Church et al, 2013). Table 2 presents the global rates for the
location of case study. work.

Table 2 IPCC SLR rates
Scenario Rate (mm/year)
RCP2.6

4.4

RCP4.5

6.1

RCP6.0

7.4

RCP8.5

11.2
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The final input data include the rate of VLM. The topography in Vancouver is lifting which is
working in the same direction as SLR. The Ausenco Sandwells report (2011) states that the area
of Vancouver is experiencing an uplift of 1.2 mm/year. This rate is used to adjust the global rates
of SLR to regional rates.

5.2 Analysis
5.2.1 Deterministic Method
The deterministic method starts with the use of the IPCCs global rates of SLR. The IPCC
projections of SLR rates are available up to the year 2100 for four emission scenarios known as
RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5. Figure 16 presents the different SLR rates for all
scenarios.

Figure 16 IPCC SLR rates
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These global rates are adjusted to factor in the regional consi
considerations
derations of local tidal movements
and VLM. U_Tide (Codiga, D.L., 2011) was utilized to forecast the sea level elevation for
Vancouver .Using the ut_reconstr() function a forecast is created for Vancouver’s local tidal
patterns for the next 100 years. Fig
Figure
ure 17 is a snapshot of the forecasted data graph. For details
on the options selected through the
he analysis stage see Appendix C
C.

Figure 17 Forecasted sea level elevation for the Metro Vancouver
In terms of VLM, the topography of Vancouver is lifting which is working in the same
direction as SLR. Thereforee the VLM rate of 1.2 mm/year, iiss subtracted from the rates of SLR to
adapt. From this the global SLR rates are adjusted to the local conditions in Vancouver.
Using the IPCC rates along with the natural tidal movement and VLM the different regional
rates of SLR for the next 100 years are developed and shown in Figure 18.
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Regional Rates of SLR
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Figure 18 Regional rates of SLR for the Metro Vancouver coastline
The rates are linearly approximated to obtain the mean rate of SLR. The corresponding
equations are presented in Table 3.

Table 3 Regional SLR rates for different emission scenarios
Scenario

Equation

RCP 2.6

y = 0.0038x - 4.4301

RCP 4.5

y = 0.0049x - 6.6824

RCP 6.0

y = 0.0062x - 9.2993

RCP 8.5

y = 0.01x - 16.949
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5.2.2 Probabilistic Method
The probabilistic method starts with the use of hourly tidal gauge data. The data is then
detrended using three different methods. For all three methods the following steps are
implemented in the implementation of the probabilistic method: (i) data download; (ii) graphical
analyses of data to obtain liner equations; and (iii) detrending the data by taking the difference
differ
between the Original Sea Level Elevation and Linear Regression of Sea Level Elevation (Teetor,
2011).
trending the data is using a basic linear approximation. This is the only
The first method of detrending
method that uses the raw hourly tidal gauge data. Figure 19 shows the natural sea level
variability with the mean at the 3m elevation mark.

Figure 19 Detrending
rending method A: linear fit

The second method of detrending the data uses a 19 year moving average of the tidal gauge
data. The hourly data is averaged to a yearly timescale. The purpose of a 19 year moving
average is to incorporate the astronomical tidal trends. Every 18.6 years a lunar cycle is
completed. This cycle plays a role in determining the astronomical tide for a given region.
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Therefore, by using a 19 year moving average a lunar cycle is properly considered (Denny and
Paine, 2008). Figure 200 displays the 19 year moving average as well as its liner approximation.

Figure 20 Detrending method B: 19 year moving average
The third and final method of detrending the data uses a 1 year moving average. This method
properly
ly removes the long term trend and address the seasonality of the data ((Arns
Arns et al,
al 2013).
Figure 21 illustrates the data used in the analysis and their linear approximations.
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Figure 21 Detrending method C: 1 year moving average
When comparing Figure 19 to Figures 20 and 21 a less dominating trend is visually present.
The three methods were utilized to detrend the data. One method is subjectively selected based
on the final results.
Once the data is detrended the next sstep
tep is to apply the BM method. The values are first
separated according to season, then maximum values are found for each season. Finding the
largest values per season was done using a Excel macro code. See Appendix D for details and
the code used for the implementation of block maxima method.
MLE parameters are estimated using the gevfit(x) function in Matlab ((MATLAB
MATLAB 7.1.2, 2011).
This was done for all three detrending methods and for all seasons. Figure 22 shows an example
of the MLE parameters obtained
ained for the winter season and detrending method A. The code used
to find the MLE parameters is provided in Appendix E.

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
R=1
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Parameter

Value

95% CI Intervals

Shape Parameter (ξ)

-0.3636

-0.5127

-0.2144

Scale Parameter (σ)

0.1644

0.1371

0.1971

Location Parameter (μ)

2.1403

2.0984

2.1822

R=2
Parameter

Value

95% CI Intervals

Shape Parameter (ξ)

-0.3374

-0.4246

-0.2502

Scale Parameter (σ)

0.162

0.1432

0.1833

2.0998

2.071

2.1287

Location Parameter (μ)
R=3
Parameter

Value

95% CI Intervals

Shape Parameter (ξ)

-0.3107

-0.3787

-0.2426

Scale Parameter (σ)

0.1609

0.1456

0.1778

Location Parameter (μ)

2.0665

2.0431

2.0899

R=4
Parameter

Value

95% CI Intervals

Shape Parameter (ξ)

-0.2858

-0.3445

-0.227

Scale Parameter (σ)

0.1583

0.1452

0.1726

Location Parameter (μ)

2.0413

2.0213

2.0612

R=5
Parameter

Value

95% CI Intervals

Shape Parameter (ξ)

-0.2646

-0.3178

-0.2115

Scale Parameter (σ)

0.1558

0.1442

0.1683

Location Parameter (μ)

2.0201

2.0025

2.0377

R=6
Parameter

Value

95% CI Intervals

Shape Parameter (ξ)

-0.2482

-0.2976

-0.1988

Scale Parameter (σ)

0.1542

0.1436

0.1655

Location Parameter (μ)

2.0016

1.9857

2.0175
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aximum likelihood estimation parameters for winter season and detrending
Figure 22 Maximum
method A
Once MLE parameters are known the next step is to fit the data to a GEV distribution. Again this
was done for all detrending methods and all seasons. Figure 23 is an example of a cumulative
density function (CDF) developed fo
forr detrending method A, the winter season, and R=1.

Figure 23 CDF for method A: winter season and R=1
CDF graphs were calculated for all detrending methods and all seasons. Figures 24, 25 and 26
are showing the results for all three detrending methods for the winter season.
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Figure 24 CDF graph: winter season and detrending method A
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Figure 25 CDF graph: winter season and detrending method B
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R=6
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Figure 26 CDF graph: winter season and detrending method C

Comparison of the three detrending methods shows a very small difference. Method B is
selected to be the final detrending method. This choice is justified by the 19 year moving average
and its relationship to the 18.6 lunar cycle. In terms of the final R value, the value of 1 is selected
due to the fact that it consistently results in higher return period values for all detrending
methods. By using R=1 only one maximum value per block was used, this ensures that only one
extreme event was considered, as opposed to using R=6 where 6 events are considered 5 of
which may not be considered extreme at all. Therefore using R=1 filters through the data,
leaving only the largest possible events.
Comparison between the seasons shows a larger difference. From Figure 27 it is obvious that
the highest sea level elevation for a given return period is obtained during the winter season. The
summer season shows the lowest sea elevation. To capture the natural variability of the tides,
both winter and summer season results are utilized.
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Figure 27 CDF graph: detrending method B and R=1

Therefore the final selection of methodological steps results in the following:
•

Detrending Method: B

•

R value: 1

•

Maximum Season: Winter

•

Minimum Season: Summer
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Figure 28 shows the final results for the selected modeling parameters.
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Figure 28 The final CDF graph

Once the final CDF graphs were created the final step is to incorporate SLR with the CDF
graphs. To gain a better understanding of the effects of sea level rise and assess the change in
frequency pre 1960 data is compared to post 1960 data. The year 1960 was used to match the
analysis done by John Hunter and John Church (Church et al, 2008). They used the year 1950,
however due to lack of data the year 1960 was used in the research presented in this thesis.
Figure 29 shows the comparison of the pre and post 1960 return periods for the winter season.
Due to sea level rise the events post 1960 occur at a higher magnitude and more frequently. This
is also the case in the comparison of the pre and post 1960 data for the summer season.
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Figure 29 CDF graph: winter season pre 1960s and post 1960s
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Figure 30 CDF graph: summer season and pre 1960s and post 1960s
In general Figures 29 and 30 display ideal results. The graphs show that the pre 1960 events
occur less frequently than those post 1960. It also shows that the events that do occur at the same
frequency are at a higher magnitude for the post 1960 era when compared to the pre 1960s. This
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observation will be used to develop a factor that depends on both the increase in magnitude as
well as the increase in frequency (Church et al, 2008).
To develop this factor an important assumption was made. Since the sea level varies
logarithmically with the average return period this indicates that the relationship approximately
follows a Gumbel distribution (Church et al, 2008).
For winter and summer seasons for return periods under a 1.1 year the pre 1960 events appear
to happen more frequently than post 1960 events. For the development of the equation data past
the return period of a 2 years was considered. The justification for this is that the more extreme
return periods are of interest.
Using the pre 1960s and post 1960s frequency distributions the # and % values are found. The %

value is determined by taking the difference between two points of approximately the same

return period. The value of # is determined by finding the quotient between two points of the

same magnitude. Figure 31 illustrates the procedure in graphical form. The % value in this case

is found to be .0845 and the # value is 2.31.
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Figure 31 CDF graph: development of the factor for winter
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The final values for # and % are presented in Table 4 for both, summer and winter seasons.

Table 4 Final r and h values
Winter

Summer

r

2.310 r

2.389

h

0.0845 h

0.0441

The IPCC rates are then added on to the 2013 sea level average to gain sea level elevations up
to the year 2100. Table 5 is a summary of all the projected sea level elevation values.
Table 5 SLR projections relative to 2013
IPCC Sea Level Rise Projections
Rate
Scenario (mm/year)

2013Average

2015

2025

2050

2100

RCP2.6

4.4

3.045

3.054

3.098

3.208

3.428

RCP4.5

6.1

3.045

3.057

3.118

3.270

3.575

RCP6.0

7.4

3.045

3.060

3.134

3.319

3.689

RCP8.5

11.2

3.045

3.068

3.179

3.459

4.019

Before the value of 3 could be calculated the influence of VLM is factored in, by subtracting

the VLM rate from the SLR rate.
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Once the sea level elevation values are calculated relative to 2013, the values are then back

calculated to find the actual increase since 2013, which is the value of 3, as presented in Table 6.
Table 6 Finalized H values
H value (m) - Considering VLM
Scenario

2015

2025

2050

2100

RCP2.6

0.0076

0.0516

0.1616

0.3816

RCP4.5

0.011

0.072

0.2245

0.5295

RCP6.0

0.0136

0.0876

0.2726

0.6426

RCP8.5

0.0212

0.1332

0.4132

0.9732

After the values of 3 are determined, the next step is to calculate the value of #

4
5

, using r and

h from the pre and post 1960s graphs. This is done for all RCP scenarios and time scales. Tables
7 and 8 show the final #

4
5

values for winter and summer respectively.

Table 7 Finalized ratios for winter season
!
"

Scenario

2015

value Winter
2025

2050

2100

RCP2.6

1.0782

1.6674 4.9589 43.859

RCP4.5

1.1151

2.0409 9.2480 189.89

RCP6.0

1.1443

2.3820 14.894 582.33

RCP8.5

1.2337

3.7426 59.985
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15409

Table 8 Finalized ratios for summer season
!
"

Scenario

2015

value Summer
2025

2050

2100

RCP2.6

1.1619

2.7701 24.311

1872.5

RCP4.5

1.2426

4.1442 84.178

34732

RCP6.0

1.3081

5.6391 217.61 324054

RCP8.5

1.5198

13.8758 3494.6

2E+08

The final step is to increase the post 1960 return period values to incorporate the effects of sea
level rise and assess the change in frequency and magnitude of the mean sea level. To achieve
these two goals, two main steps are required:
•
•

increase the post 1960s sea level elevation data by adding the value of 3

reduce the return period by dividing the return periods by #

4
5

By completing both steps the effects of SLR are incorporated into the CDF graphs.. Due to
climate change in the future storms will occur more frequently and at a higher magnitude. This
factor incorporates this increase into the adjusted CDFs.

The final CDF graphs are created by modifications described in the previous section. Again,
this is done for both the winter and summer seasons and all emission scenarios. Figures 32 and
33 display the revised return periods for the winter and summer seasons for the RCP2.6 scenario,
respectively. For all CDF graphs see Appendix F.
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Figure 32 Final CDF graphs: winter season and RCP 2.6
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Figure 33 Final CDF graphs: summer season and RCP 2.6
The results are as expected, showing the maximum change for the Winter RCP 2.6 2100
scenario. When comparing Figures 32 and 33 it is obvious that the winter months act as the
maximum boundary and summer as the minimum boundary of potential change. A logarithmic
extrapolation was performed up to the return period value of 200 years. This procedure is
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performed for all scenarios for both seasons creating multiple CDF graphs. Figures 34 and 35
show results for RCP scenario 8.5 for both seasons.
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Figure 34 Final CDF graphs: winter season and RCP 8.5
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Figure 35 Final CDF graphs: winter season and RCP 8.5
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The following equations are used to define SLR rates as a function of the return period for winter
and summer seasons, considering RCP scenarios 2.6 and 8.5:

Table 9 Winter and summer RCP 2.6 logarithmic equation
Season

Scenario Timescale Logarithmic Equation

Winter

RCP 2.6

Summer RCP 2.6

2015

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.1444

2025

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.2493

2050

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.5114

2100

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 6.0357

2015

y= 0.063ln(x) + 4.8045

2025

y = 0.063ln(x) + 4.9033

2050

y = 0.063ln(x) + 5.1502

2100

y = 0.063ln(x) + 5.6441
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Table 10 Winter and summer RCP 8.5 logarithmic equation
Season

Scenario Timescale Logarithmic Equation

Winter

RCP 8.5

Summer RCP 8.5

2015

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.1768

2025

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.4438

2050

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 6.111

2100

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 7.4456

2015

y = 0.063ln(x) + 4.835

2025

y = 0.063ln(x) + 5.0865

2050

y = 0.063ln(x) + 5.7151

2100

y = 0.063ln(x) + 6.9722

For more details regarding to the other RCP scenarios and their resultant sea level elevations see
Appendix G

Before the simulation process could take place the datums of all data must be aligned to a
single vertical referencing system. The two types of vertical data used are tidal gauge data and
the CDEM file. The tidal gauge data uses a chart datum system for vertical referencing, while the
CDEM file uses the mean sea level (MSL) which is also known as Canadian Geodetic Vertical
Datum of 1928 (CGVD28). To properly align the data the tidal gauge data was shifted towards
the CGVD28 datum level using a separation value. Separation values around Vancouver vary
depending on location. Therefore an empirical analysis is done to determine which separation
values could be considered to be an average. Once averaged, the separation value is subtracted
from the sea level elevation values, aligning the data to the CGVD28 datum level. Figure 36 is
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an image of the available locations. The green dots represent separation values used, while the
red dots are not included in the average. See Appendix H for details.

Figure 36 Locations of stations that carry separation values used in average. Green dots
were included in average and red dots were omitted

6

Results

6.1 Method 1 Results: Deterministic Analysis
The inundation maps are created for every decade from 2014-2100 for RCP scenarios 2.6 and
8.5. To gain further insight into the effects of SLR time slices from 2014 and 2100 are compared
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to identify the areas at risk. Figures 37 and 38 are showing inundation maps comparing RCP 2.6
to RCP 8.5 scenarios, for years 2014 and 2100 respectively. Considering Figure 38 the areas at
risk of future inundation can be easily located as well as the difference between the scenarios, as
this is highlighted in purple.

Figure 37 2050 inundation results for RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5. Red represents RCP 2.6 and
purple and red represents RCP 8.5
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Figure 38 2100 inundation results for RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5. Red represents RCP 2.6 and
purple and red represents RCP 8.5.
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When considering method one results, it is clear that SLR is a long term problem. This is
evident from the comparison between Figure 37 to Figure 38. Looking at Figure 37 one can see
that for both RCP scenarios, 2.6 and 8.5 there is no significant difference and little inundation.
Comparing this to Figure 38 a difference is visible, as the outcome for RCP scenario 8.5 results
in inundation of the lower lying delta region of Vancouver. Therefore the conclusion is that
inundation of land only occurs for both RCP scenario 8.5 and 2.6 by 2100. For all inundation
maps for RCP scenarios 2.6 and 8.5 for the years 2014, 2050 and 2100 see Appendix I.

6.2 Method 2 Results: Probabilistic Method
For the second method inundation maps are created for two time periods, 2025 and 2100. This
is done in order to consider the short and long term effects of SLR and the associated hazard of
storm surges. Maps are created for both, summer and winter seasons to capture the natural
minimum and maximum cases, and again for both RCP scenario 2.6 and 8.5. All maps presented
in Figures 39 – 42 show a 200 year return period event. The maps are layered so that the red
represents summer and the red and purple represent winter.
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Figure 39 Inundation results for summer and winter seasons, RCP 2.6, 2025 - 200 years
return period. Red represents summer and purple and red represents winter.
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Figure 40 Inundation results for summer and winter seasons, RCP 2.6, 2100 - 200 years
return period. Red represents summer and purple and red represents winter.
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Figure 41 Inundation results for summer and winter seasons, RCP 8.5, 2025 - 200 years
return period. Red represents summer and purple and red represents winter.
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Figure 42 Inundation results for summer and winter seasons, RCP 8.5, 2100 - 200 years
return period. Red represents summer and purple and red represents winter.

When considering probabilistic method results it is clear that Vancouver needs to consider the
effects of extreme events. As expected more areas are being inundated during the winter season
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compared to the summer season. Comparing Figures 39 to 40 it is obvious that the risk of
inundation in the lower lying Delta region is increasing. Figures 39 and 41 are near identical
meaning that according to RCP 2.6 and RCP 8.5 a 200 year event will lead to the same amount
of land being inundated by the year 2025. Comparison of Figures 40 and 42 shows increase in
the inundation of Richmond area for year 2100. For all results see Appendix J. When
considering Figure 41 a linearity can be seen within the results, this area was deemed as a barrier
where the water cannot pass. After a closer examination of the DEM file it was found that a ridge
is the consequence of used interpolation technique.

For RCP 2.6 and 8.5 considering the deterministic method by 2050, there is little inundation in
the Vancouver and Greater Vancouver area, this is illustrated by Figure 37. Comparing this to
the probabilistic method for a 200 year event by the year 2025 there is a large amount of
inundation in the Richmond area as well as the lower lying Delta region, illustrated by Figures
39 and 41. Figures 38, 40 and 42 are used to illustrate the effects of SLR by 2100, one can
conclude that extreme events will cause more concern than the general rise of sea level. This is
established by Figure 38, as it illustrates little inundation in the Delta region, while Figures 40
and 42 show large amounts of inundation in the Richmond and Delta region.
When comparing the deterministic method to the probabilistic method, the probabilistic
method leads to worse inundation for all time scales and scenarios. The deterministic method
allows one to gain an idea of the threat of SLR and the permanent inundation it causes. While the
probabilistic method illustrates areas at risk of temporary inundation caused by extreme events.
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7

Conclusions

Climate change is an issue that has serious socio-economic consequences for Canada. It
affects many aspects of life, some of which include: international politics, economics, migration,
human rights, development, trade, health and environment (Dokos 2008). It affects everyone one
on a multitude of levels, and has the potential to change both the day-to-day actions of an
individual, as well as one’s life. A change in climate has the ability to enhance, or reduce the
effect of water, wind and other disasters. This ability is the source of its power, as unforeseen
extreme events, can be created within minutes.
SLR is an influential hazard created by climate change. When considering the threat of SLR
the two main concerns are the steady rise of GMSL, and the increase in frequency and magnitude
of all wave events. To gain insight into these processes two methods were implemented in this
research, a deterministic and a probabilistic analysis methods. The deterministic analysis method
was able to illustrate the effects of SLR for four different emission scenarios. More focus is
given in this research to the extreme RCP scenarios 2.6 and 8.5 as a potential source of better
understanding of effects of SLR. The results of the implementation of this method to SLR
impacts on Vancouver is showing no inundation of land until 2100. The implementation of the
probabilistic method identifies areas of inundation created by extreme event. The area of
Vancouver often experiences events known as king tide events, which are created by
astronomical tidal patterns. These events are considered in the probabilistic analysis as the BM
method of sampling data captured the maximum values between 1943 and 2013. Comparison
between these methods clearly shows that the probabilistic method leads to more significant SLR
impacts. This is expected, as when the sea levels rise the moorland gets inundated. The
inundation maps developed in this research can serve as the basis for definition of the risk
associated with SLR. The identified areas of inundation as the locations of hazard can be
combined with exposure in order to assess the risk.
The Vancouver coastline is at risk of future inundation due to the sea level rise and extreme
events, like storm surges. Considering the time scale, SLR is a long term problem. However to
avoid disasters in the future these events must be considered now in planning adaptation and
mitigation activities in the region. The final results of the presented research can aid the local
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government planners and decision makers in making policy decisions that will minimize the
potential negative impacts of sea level rise in the future.
For future work it is recommended that a more recent and detailed elevation data is used. The
CDEM file used in this work was created between the years 1981-1990 and has an accuracy of
meters. Since SLR acts on the scale of millimeters the detailed elevation data are needed.
Gaining this kind of accuracy is difficult, however with the use of LIDAR data a high resolution
maps can be generated. It is also important that the data be as recent as possible to include any
new protection infrastructure (dikes or protective structures) that can change the movement of
water A use of a hydrodynamic model to capture the movement of water when determining the
effects of extreme events will be beneficial.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Python code for cell classification
import arcpy
import numpy
# Change rasterFile to array; This is done for both elevation and cover matrices
Elevation_Matrix =
arcpy.RasterToNumPyArray("C:/Users/Owner/Documents/ArcGIS/Default.gdb/Float_raster3_R
esample")
Cover_Matrix =
arcpy.RasterToNumPyArray("C:\Users\Owner\Documents\ArcGIS\Default.gdb\Lookup_raste5_
Clip4")

# Return the rows, columns for the elevation matrix
rows, cols = Elevation_Matrix.shape
print rows
print cols

# Return the rows, columns for the cover matrix
rows2, cols2 = Cover_Matrix.shape
print rows2
print cols2
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# Defines the sea level elevation depending on the year
Sea_Level=4.695993994

############################################################
################### Corner Code ############################
############################################################

# Static Referencing: floods corner cells conditional to the surrounding cells being water and the
elevation being less than the sea level
#Top left corner
if Cover_Matrix[0][0]==0 and (Cover_Matrix[1][0]==2 or Cover_Matrix[1][1]==2 or
Cover_Matrix[0][1]==2) and Elevation_Matrix[0][0]<Sea_Level :
Cover_Matrix[0][0]=2
#Top right corner
if Cover_Matrix[0][7685]==0 and (Cover_Matrix[1][7685]==2 or Cover_Matrix[1][7684]==2 or
Cover_Matrix[0][7684]==2) and Elevation_Matrix[0][7685]<Sea_Level :
Cover_Matrix[0][7685]=2
#Bottom left corner
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if Cover_Matrix[7073][0]==0 and (Cover_Matrix[7072][0]==2 or Cover_Matrix[7073][1]==2 or
Cover_Matrix[7072][1]==2) and Elevation_Matrix[7073][0]<Sea_Level :
Cover_Matrix[7073][0]=2

#Bottom right corner
if Cover_Matrix[7073][7685]==0 and (Cover_Matrix[7073][7684]==2 or
Cover_Matrix[7072][7684]==2 or Cover_Matrix[7072][7685]==2) and
Elevation_Matrix[7073][7685]<Sea_Level :
Cover_Matrix[7073][7685]=2
############################################################
################### Border Code #############################
############################################################

#Top Border
for colNum in xrange(1,7684):
if Cover_Matrix[0][colNum]==0 and \
(Cover_Matrix[0][colNum-1]==2 or Cover_Matrix[0][colNum+1]==2 or \
Cover_Matrix[1][colNum-1]==2 or Cover_Matrix[1][colNum]==2 or
Cover_Matrix[1][colNum+1]==2) \
and Elevation_Matrix[0][colNum]<Sea_Level:
Cover_Matrix[0][colNum]=2
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#Bottom Border
for colNum in xrange(1,7684):
if Cover_Matrix[7073][colNum]==0 and \
(Cover_Matrix[7073][colNum-1]==2 or Cover_Matrix[7073][colNum+1]==2 or \
Cover_Matrix[7072][colNum-1]==2 or Cover_Matrix[7072][colNum]==2 or
Cover_Matrix[7072][colNum+1]==2) \
and Elevation_Matrix[7073][colNum]<Sea_Level:
Cover_Matrix[7073][colNum]=2
#Left Border
for rowNum in xrange(1,7072):
if Cover_Matrix[rowNum][0]==0 and \
(Cover_Matrix[rowNum-1][0]==2 or Cover_Matrix[rowNum-1][1]==2 or \
Cover_Matrix[rowNum][1]==2 or Cover_Matrix[rowNum+1][0]==2 or
Cover_Matrix[rowNum+1][1]==2) \
and Elevation_Matrix[rowNum][0]<Sea_Level:
Cover_Matrix[rowNum][0]=2

#Right Border
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for rowNum in xrange(1,7072):
if Cover_Matrix[rowNum][7685]==0 and \
(Cover_Matrix[rowNum-1][7685]==2 or Cover_Matrix[rowNum-1][7684]==2 or \
Cover_Matrix[rowNum][7685]==2 or Cover_Matrix[rowNum+1][7685]==2 or
Cover_Matrix[rowNum+1][7684]==2) \
and Elevation_Matrix[rowNum][7685]<Sea_Level:
Cover_Matrix[rowNum][7685]=2

############################################################
################### Internal Code #############################
############################################################

for rowNum in xrange(1,7072):
for colNum in xrange(1,7684):
if Cover_Matrix[rowNum][colNum]==0 and \
(Cover_Matrix[rowNum][colNum-1]==2 or Cover_Matrix[rowNum][colNum+1]==2 or \
Cover_Matrix[rowNum+1][colNum-1]==2 or Cover_Matrix[rowNum+1][colNum]==2 or
Cover_Matrix[rowNum+1][colNum+1]==2 or \
Cover_Matrix[rowNum-1][colNum-1]==2 or Cover_Matrix[rowNum-1][colNum]==2 or
Cover_Matrix[rowNum-1][colNum+1]==2) \
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and Elevation_Matrix[rowNum][colNum]<Sea_Level:
Cover_Matrix[rowNum][colNum]=2

print Cover_Matrix
############################################################
################### Save New Raster#########################
############################################################
descData=arcpy.Describe("C:/Users/Owner/Documents/ArcGIS/Default.gdb/Float_raster3_Resa
mple")
cellSize=descData.meanCellHeight
extent=descData.Extent
spatialReference=descData.spatialReference
pnt=arcpy.Point(extent.XMin,extent.YMin)
Cover_Raster = arcpy.NumPyArrayToRaster(Cover_Matrix,pnt, cellSize,cellSize)
arcpy.DefineProjection_management(Cover_Raster,spatialReference)
Cover_Raster.save("C:/Users/Owner/Documents/ArcGIS/Default.gdb/V2_Summer_85_2100_20
0")
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Appendix B: Accuracy and validity Index for CDEM File
Accuracy Index

Validity Date Index
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Appendix C: U_Tide input details
Summary of Desired Options
Property

Description

NoTrend

Used to remove linear trend

PreFilt

Used to correct for pre-filtering

NodsatNone

Used to omit nodal corrections

GwchNone

Used to omit astronomical arguments (not referenced to
Greenwich)

Infer

Used to infer constitutents

InferAprx

Compliments

Rmin

Use "1" is record length is long

OLS

Ordinary Least Squares Method

TunRdn

Willl run with default=1, MUST re-evaluate after first run

LinCI

Will use default Monte Carlo technique

White

Will resort to the colour residual spectra

Nrlzn

Will use default 200; Must re-evaluate after first run

LSFrqOSmp

Will use default; Must re-evaluate after first run

DiagnMinSNR Will use default
DiagnPlots

Plots data

OrderCnstit

Re-orders constitutents

RunTimeDisp

Displays time; Will use default

Include
Omit
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Included

Appendix D: Excel macro code for extracting maximum values
When R=1 Only one maximum value is returned for each season
•

Excel Equation: Finds the maximum amongst the 3 seasons
 =MAX(
MAX(IF(TEXT(F2,"mmyyyy")=TEXT($A$2:$A$611659,"mmyyyy"),$B$2:$B$61165
9)) (Month1)
MAX(IF(TEXT(F3,"mmyyyy")=TEXT($A$2:$A$611659,"mmyyyy"),$B$2:$B$61165
9)) (Month2)
MAX(IF(TEXT(F13,"mmyyyy")=TEXT($A$2:$A$611659,"mmyyyy"),$B$2:$B$6116
59))) (Month3)
o Marco: Used to find the maximum values for 1 season at a time. Filters through the
arrays and finds the maximum value depending on the month.

y = 44
For x = 462 To 798
Range("G" & y).Select
Selection.FormulaArray = _
"=MAX(MAX(IF(TEXT(R[ & x &
]C[3],""mmyyyy"")=TEXT(R2C1:R611659C1,""mmyyyy""),R2C2:R61
1659C2)),MAX(IF(TEXT(R[ & (x+1) & ]C[3],""mmyyyy"") =
TEXT(R2C1:R611659C1,""mmyyyy""),R2C2:R611659C2)),MAX(IF(T
EXT(R[ & (x+11) & ]C[3],""mmyyyy"")=TEXT(R2C1:R611659C1,""mmyyyy""),R2C2:R61165
9C2)))"
y=y+1
Next x
End Sub

When R > 1
Excel Equation: Finds the Second highest value based on both conditions
 Condition 1: Month – Year Comparison
 Condition 2: Must be 24 hours from first value. Done taking the absolute
difference of the Excel Dates and ensuring its greater than 24hours

=MAX(IF((TEXT(F2,"mmyyyy")=TEXT($A$2:$A$616070,"mmyyyy"))*(ABS(I2$D$2:$D$616070)>0.95833333333394),$B$2:$B$616070))
•
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The final macro code for R=2-6 was as follows:
Sub fillout7()
' fillout7 Macro
x=8
Z=0
For y = 2 To 72
Range("BD" & y).Select
Selection.Formula = "=MAX(MAX(IF((TEXT(R[" & x & "]C[50],""mmyyyy"")=TEXT(R2C1:R616070C1,""mmyyyy""))*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-41]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-33]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-25]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-17]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-9]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)" & _
",R2C2:R616070C2)), " & "MAX(IF((TEXT(R[" & (x + 1) & "]C[50],""mmyyyy"")=TEXT(R2C1:R616070C1,""mmyyyy""))*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-41]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-33]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-25]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-17]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-9]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)" & _
",R2C2:R616070C2))," & "MAX(IF((TEXT(R[" & (x + 2) & "]C[50],""mmyyyy"")=TEXT(R2C1:R616070C1,""mmyyyy""))*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-41]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.9533333333394)*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-33]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)*" & _
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"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-25]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-17]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.95833333333394)*" & _
"(ABS(R[" & Z & "]C[-9]-R2C4:R616070C4)>0.9533333333394)" & _
",R2C2:R616070C2)))”
x = x + 11
Next y
End Sub
This was completed by adding the formula through the macro, then manually entering the
formula (Control + shift + enter) the formula into an FormulaArray The macro would not run if
the macro contained the FormulaArray function because the function has a limit on the number
of characters

The logic of the equation allowed for the previous r=x value to be ignored as well as any other
value within a 24 hour time span. This was created to differentiate the events, it is thought that if
the same event occurred within under a 24 hour time span event was only 1 event. Therefore the
24 hour time span was set to be the determining factor to differentiate events.
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Appendix E: Matlab Code for maximum likelihood estimation
%This code is used to import in the maxima data per block(year) and perform
%a Maximum Likelihood Estimation to gain the following parameters
%paramEsts:
%

Shape parameter

%

Scale parameter

%

Location parameter

%paramCIs:
% 95% confidence intervals
%Imports the maxima data
x1 =xlsread('C:\Users\Nick\Documents\Graduate Work\Research
Project\Work\Storm Surge\Estimating Extreme Water Level
Prob\Block_Maxima_Method\Block_Maxima_Method_C_Return_Period_Graphs.xlsx',4
,'G2:G72');
%Performs MLE on the maxima data
[paramEsts1,paramCIs1] = gevfit(x1);
kMLE1 = paramEsts1(1) % Shape parameter
sigmaMLE1 = paramEsts1(2) % Scale parameter
muMLE1 = paramEsts1(3) % Location parameter

% 95% confidence intervals
kCI1 = paramCIs1(:,1)
sigmaCI1 = paramCIs1(:,2)
muCI1 = paramCIs1(:,3)

x2 =xlsread('C:\Users\Nick\Documents\Graduate Work\Research
Project\Work\Storm Surge\Estimating Extreme Water Level
Prob\Block_Maxima_Method\Block_Maxima_Method_C_Return_Period_Graphs.xlsx',4
,'J2:J143');
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%Performs MLE on the maxima data
[paramEsts2,paramCIs2] = gevfit(x2);
kMLE2 = paramEsts2(1) % Shape parameter
sigmaMLE2 = paramEsts2(2) % Scale parameter
muMLE2 = paramEsts2(3) % Location parameter

% 95% confidence intervals
kCI2 = paramCIs2(:,1)
sigmaCI2 = paramCIs2(:,2)
muCI2 = paramCIs2(:,3)

x3 =xlsread('C:\Users\Nick\Documents\Graduate Work\Research
Project\Work\Storm Surge\Estimating Extreme Water Level
Prob\Block_Maxima_Method\Block_Maxima_Method_C_Return_Period_Graphs.xlsx',4
,'M2:M214');

%Performs MLE on the maxima data
[paramEsts3,paramCIs3] = gevfit(x3);
kMLE3 = paramEsts3(1) % Shape parameter
sigmaMLE3 = paramEsts3(2) % Scale parameter
muMLE3 = paramEsts3(3) % Location parameter

% 95% confidence intervals
kCI3 = paramCIs3(:,1)
sigmaCI3 = paramCIs3(:,2)
muCI3 = paramCIs3(:,3)
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x4 =xlsread('C:\Users\Nick\Documents\Graduate Work\Research
Project\Work\Storm Surge\Estimating Extreme Water Level
Prob\Block_Maxima_Method\Block_Maxima_Method_C_Return_Period_Graphs.xlsx',4
,'P2:P285');

%Performs MLE on the maxima data
[paramEsts4,paramCIs4] = gevfit(x4);
kMLE4 = paramEsts4(1) % Shape parameter
sigmaMLE4 = paramEsts4(2) % Scale parameter
muMLE4 = paramEsts4(3) % Location parameter

% 95% confidence intervals
kCI4 = paramCIs4(:,1)
sigmaCI4 = paramCIs4(:,2)
muCI4 = paramCIs4(:,3)

x5 =xlsread('C:\Users\Nick\Documents\Graduate Work\Research
Project\Work\Storm Surge\Estimating Extreme Water Level
Prob\Block_Maxima_Method\Block_Maxima_Method_C_Return_Period_Graphs.xlsx',4
,'S2:S356');

%Performs MLE on the maxima data
[paramEsts5,paramCIs5] = gevfit(x5);
kMLE5 = paramEsts5(1) % Shape parameter
sigmaMLE5 = paramEsts5(2) % Scale parameter
muMLE5 = paramEsts5(3) % Location parameter

% 95% confidence intervals
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kCI5 = paramCIs5(:,1)
sigmaCI5 = paramCIs5(:,2)
muCI5 = paramCIs5(:,3)

x6 =xlsread('C:\Users\Nick\Documents\Graduate Work\Research
Project\Work\Storm Surge\Estimating Extreme Water Level
Prob\Block_Maxima_Method\Block_Maxima_Method_C_Return_Period_Graphs.xlsx',4
,'V2:V427');

%Performs MLE on the maxima data
[paramEsts6,paramCIs6] = gevfit(x6);
kMLE6 = paramEsts6(1) % Shape parameter
sigmaMLE6 = paramEsts6(2) % Scale parameter
muMLE6 = paramEsts6(3) % Location parameter

% 95% confidence intervals
kCI6 = paramCIs6(:,1)
sigmaCI6 = paramCIs6(:,2)
muCI6 = paramCIs6(:,3)
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Appendix F: CDF graphs
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Appendix G: Probabilistic method details
Season

Scenario

Winter

RCP2.6

Summer

RCP2.6

Timescale
2015

Logothrimic Equation
y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.1444

2025

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.2493

2050

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.5114

2100

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 6.0357

2015 y= 0.063ln(x) + 4.8045

2025

y = 0.063ln(x) + 4.9033

2050

y = 0.063ln(x) + 5.1502

2100

y = 0.063ln(x) + 5.6441
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Return Periods

Sea Level

Corrected to Geodetic Datum

10

5.465840879

2.855840879

25

5.593755065

2.983755065

50

5.690518412

3.080518412

100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10

5.787281758
5.884045104
5.570740879
5.698655065
5.795418412
5.892181758
5.988945104
5.832840879
5.960755065
6.057518412
6.154281758
6.251045104
6.357140879

3.177281758
3.274045104
2.960740879
3.088655065
3.185418412
3.282181758
3.378945104
3.222840879
3.350755065
3.447518412
3.544281758
3.641045104
3.747140879

25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200

6.485055065
6.581818412
6.678581758
6.775345104
4.949562861
5.007289177
5.050957449
5.094625722
5.138293994
5.048362861
5.106089177
5.149757449
5.193425722
5.237093994
5.295262861
5.352989177
5.396657449
5.440325722
5.483993994
5.789162861
5.846889177
5.890557449
5.934225722
5.977893994

3.875055065
3.971818412
4.068581758
4.165345104
2.339562861
2.397289177
2.440957449
2.484625722
2.528293994
2.438362861
2.496089177
2.539757449
2.583425722
2.627093994
2.685262861
2.742989177
2.786657449
2.830325722
2.873993994
3.179162861
3.236889177
3.280557449
3.324225722
3.367893994

Season
Winter

Summer

Scenario
RCP6.0

RCP6.0

Timescale
2015

Logothrimic Equation
y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.1587

2025

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.3351

2050

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.776

2100

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 6.6577

2015

y = 0.063ln(x) + 4.818

2025

y = 0.063ln(x) + 4.9841

2050

y = 0.063ln(x) + 5.3994

2100

y = 0.063ln(x) + 6.23

Return Periods
10

89

Sea Level
Corrected to Geodetic Datum
5.480140879
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25
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2.998055065

50
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200
10
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50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200

5.801581758
5.898345104
5.656540879
5.784455065
5.881218412
5.977981758
6.074745104
6.097440879
6.225355065
6.322118412
6.418881758
6.515645104
6.979140879
7.107055065
7.203818412
7.300581758
7.397345104
4.963062861
5.020789177
5.064457449
5.108125722
5.151793994
5.129162861
5.186889177
5.230557449
5.274225722
5.317893994
5.544462861
5.602189177
5.645857449
5.689525722
5.733193994
6.375062861
6.432789177
6.476457449
6.520125722
6.563793994

3.191581758
3.288345104
3.046540879
3.174455065
3.271218412
3.367981758
3.464745104
3.487440879
3.615355065
3.712118412
3.808881758
3.905645104
4.369140879
4.497055065
4.593818412
4.690581758
4.787345104
2.353062861
2.410789177
2.454457449
2.498125722
2.541793994
2.519162861
2.576889177
2.620557449
2.664225722
2.707893994
2.934462861
2.992189177
3.035857449
3.079525722
3.123193994
3.765062861
3.822789177
3.866457449
3.910125722
3.953793994

Season
Winter

Summer

Scenario
RCP8.5

RCP8.5

Timescale
2015

Logothrimic Equation
y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.1768

2025

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.4438

2050

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 6.111

2100

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 7.4456

2015

y = 0.063ln(x) + 4.835

2025

y = 0.063ln(x) + 5.0865

2050

y = 0.063ln(x) + 5.7151

2100

y = 0.063ln(x) + 6.9722

Return Periods
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5.819681758
5.916445104
5.765240879
5.893155065
5.989918412
6.086681758
6.183445104
6.432440879
6.560355065
6.657118412
6.753881758
6.850645104
7.767040879
7.894955065
7.991718412
8.088481758
8.185245104
4.980062861
5.037789177
5.081457449
5.125125722
5.168793994
5.231562861
5.289289177
5.332957449
5.376625722
5.420293994
5.860162861
5.917889177
5.961557449
6.005225722
6.048893994
7.117262861
7.174989177
7.218657449
7.262325722
7.305993994

3.209681758
3.306445104
3.155240879
3.283155065
3.379918412
3.476681758
3.573445104
3.822440879
3.950355065
4.047118412
4.143881758
4.240645104
5.157040879
5.284955065
5.381718412
5.478481758
5.575245104
2.370062861
2.427789177
2.471457449
2.515125722
2.558793994
2.621562861
2.679289177
2.722957449
2.766625722
2.810293994
3.250162861
3.307889177
3.351557449
3.395225722
3.438893994
4.507262861
4.564989177
4.608657449
4.652325722
4.695993994

Season

Scenario

Winter

RCP4.5

Summer

RCP4.5

Timescale
2015

Logothrimic Equation

Return Periods

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.1525

2025

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.2979

2050

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 5.6613

2100

y = 0.1396ln(x) + 6.3882

2015

y = 0.063ln(x) + 4.8121

2025

y = 0.063ln(x) + 4.9491

2050

y = 0.063ln(x) + 5.2914

2100

y = 0.063ln(x) + 5.9761
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Sea Level

Correct to Geodetic Datum

10

5.473940879

2.863940879

25

5.601855065

2.991855065

50

5.698618412

3.088618412

100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200
10
25
50
100
200

5.795381758
5.892145104
5.619340879
5.747255065
5.844018412
5.940781758
6.037545104
5.982740879
6.110655065
6.207418412
6.304181758
6.400945104
6.709640879
6.837555065
6.934318412
7.031081758
7.127845104
4.957162861
5.014889177
5.058557449
5.102225722
5.145893994
5.094162861
5.151889177
5.195557449
5.239225722
5.282893994
5.436462861
5.494189177
5.537857449
5.581525722
5.625193994
6.121162861
6.178889177
6.222557449
6.266225722
6.309893994

3.185381758
3.282145104
3.009340879
3.137255065
3.234018412
3.330781758
3.427545104
3.372740879
3.500655065
3.597418412
3.694181758
3.790945104
4.099640879
4.227555065
4.324318412
4.421081758
4.517845104
2.347162861
2.404889177
2.448557449
2.492225722
2.535893994
2.484162861
2.541889177
2.585557449
2.629225722
2.672893994
2.826462861
2.884189177
2.927857449
2.971525722
3.015193994
3.511162861
3.568889177
3.612557449
3.656225722
3.699893994

Appendix H: Separation value details
Separation Values for Vancouver
Station
Number

Station Name

Latitud
e

Longitud
e

Separation
Value

Considere
d

7625 MIDDLE ARM

49.19

123.14

2.25 Yes

7634 NORTH ARM

49.23

123.25

2.7 Yes

7635 POINT GREY

49.25

123.27

2.9 Yes

NORTH ARM AT FRASER
7640 ST

49.21

123.09

2 Yes

49.2

122.91

1.3 Yes

7654 NEW WESTMINSTER
7710 FALSE CREEK

3.02 No

7735 VANCOUVER

49.29

123.11

3 Yes

ALBERTA POOL
7743 ELEVATORS

49.29

123.03

3.18 Yes

7747 STANOVAN

49.29

123.01

3.02 Yes

7755 PORT MOODY

49.29

122.87

3.14 Yes

7765 DEEP COVE

49.33

122.95

3.07 No

Sandy Cove; W
7786 Vancouver ,
7795 POINT ATKINSON

3.07 No
49.34

123.25

3.06 No
2.61

Average
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Appendix I: Method 1 results: Deterministic analysis

RCP 2.6 2014

RCP 2.6 2050

93

RCP 2.6 2100

RCP 8.5 2014

94

RCP 8.5 2050

95

RCP 8.5 2100

96

Appendix J: Method 2 results: Probabilistic analysis

Summer RCP 2.6 2025 200

Summer RCP 2.6 2100 200
97

Summer RCP 8.5 2025 200

Summer RCP 8.5 2100 200
98

Winter RCP 2.6 2025 200

Winter RCP 2.6 2100 200
99

Winter RCP 8.5 2025 200

100

Winter RCP 8.5 2100 200
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